Abstract: By analyzing the source codes of ns-2, we discuss the simulated implementations of wireless channels, network interfaces and mostly the 802.11 MAC protocol in ns-2. We also notice the "bugs" of the 802.11 simulation compared with the reality, and present an extension to fading channels as well.
Introduction to ns-2

ns-2
Ns-2 [1] is a packet-level simulator which is essentially a centralized discrete event scheduler to schedule the events such as packet and timer expiration. The centralized event scheduler cannot accurately emulate "events occurred at the same time", instead, it can only handle events occurred one by one in time. However, this is not a serious problem in most network simulations, because the events here are often transitory. Besides, ns-2 implements a variety of network components and protocols. Notably, the wireless extension, derived from CMU Monarch Project [2] , has 2 assumptions simplifying the physical world:
(1) Nodes do not move significantly over the length of time they transmit or receive a packet. This assumption holds only for mobile nodes of high-rate and low-speed. Consider a node with the sending rate of 10Kbps and moving speed of 10m/s, during its receiving a packet of 1500B, the node moves 12m. Thus, the surrounding can change significantly and cause reception failure.
(2) Node velocity is insignificant compared to the speed of light. In particular, none of the provided propagation models include Doppler effects, although they could.
GloMoSim and OPNET
GloMoSim [3] is another open-source network simulator which is based on parallel programming.
Hopefully, it can emulate the real world more accurately. However, it may be hard to debug parallel programs. Although GloMoSim currently solely supports wireless networks, it provides more physical-layer models than ns-2. There is another simulator OPNET which requires licence. Table 1 [4] compares the wireless physical models used in the three simulators. 
Ns-2 Basics
Ns-2 directory structure
As shown in Figure 1 , the C++ classes of ns-2 network components and protocols are implemented in the subdirectory "ns-2.*", and the TCL library (corresponding to configurations of these C++ instances) in the subdirectory of "tcl". 
Network Components
Network components are Node, Link, Queue, etc. Some of them are simple components, that is, they corresponds to a single C++ object; The others are compound components, that is, they combine multiple simple components, e.g. a Link component is composed of a Delay component (emulating propagation delay) and a Queue component. In general, all network components are created, plugged and configured by some TCL scripts (./ns-allinone-2.*/tcl/) when ns-2 is initialized.
Example: Plug MAC into NetIF (Network Interface) class MAC { void send (Packet* p); void recv(Packet*, Handler* h); NsObject* target_ //pointing to an instance of NetIF }
Event Scheduling
Events are something associated with time. class Event is defined by {time, uid, next, handler}, where time is the scheduling time of the event, uid is the event's id , next points to the next scheduling event in the event queue, and handler points to the function to handle the event at scheduling time. Events are put into the event queue sorted by their time, and scheduled one by one by the event scheduler. Note that class Packet is a subclass of class Event to simulate packets transmitted or received at some time. All network components are subclasses of class Handler as they need to handle events such as packets.
The scheduling procedure (void Scheduler::schedule(Handler* h, Event* e, double delay)) is shown in Figure 2 . The event at the head of the event queue is delivered to its hander of some network component (object). Then, this network object may call other network objects to further handle this event, and may generate new events which are inserted into the event queue. 
802.11 Implementation
Figure 3 Schematic of a mobile node under the CMU Monarch wireless extensions to ns.
This section is a tutorial of source code analysis for ns-2.30. Please refer the Appendixes for more information. Figure 3 shows the network components in the mobile node and the data path of sending and receiving packets.
Physical Layer Channel
The function of class WirelessChannel (see channel.cc) is to deliver packets from a wireless node to its neighbors within sensing range, i.e. distCST_ = wifp->getDist(wifp->getCSThresh(), wifp->getPt(), 1.0, 1.0, highestZ , highestZ, wifp->getL(), wifp->getLambda()); Note: distCST is calculated by the parameters such as CS Threshold, transmission power, antenna gains, antenna heights, system loss factor, and wavelength of light.
NetIF (WirelessPhy)
The function of class WirelessPhy is to send packets to Channel and receive packet from Channel (see wireless-phy.cc).
(1) Packet Sending, sendDown() First, stamp txinfo in the packet before sending, i.e. p->txinfo_.stamp((MobileNode*)node(), ant_->copy(), Pt_, lambda_). Here node() are the pointer of the sending node, ant_->copy() is the antenna's parameters such as the height of the antenna, Pt_ is the transmitting power, and lamba_ is the wavelength of light. These information is used for the receiving node to calculate the receiving power.
Second, delivery the packet to channel, i.e. channel_->recv(p, this); hdr->error = 0; // can be correct reception … } First, ns-2 calculates the receiving power Pr by the tx_info_ of p and the receiver this. When Pr is less than CSThresh_ (carrier sense threshold), the receiver cannot sense the packet; Otherwise, the receiver can sense the packet and it can further decode (receive) it when Pr > RXThresh_ (i.e. reception threshold, which is > CSThresh_). Besides, the successful reception also depend on the packet's SNR is larger than CPThresh_ (capture threshold), note that which is checked in MAC layer.
MAC Layer (802.11)
class Mac802_11 has two functions: sending and receiving (see mac-802_11.cc). On sending, it uses CSMA/CA channel access mechanism; On receiving, it adopts a SNR threshold based capture model. Figure 4 shows a reference 802.11 state transition diagram [5] . The main states in ns-2 are described as follows. 
State Transition Diagram & Main States
MAC Timers
Timers are very important in 802.11 for triggering channel access. The following shows the basic timers and their functions. 
Capture Model
Ns-2 uses a simplified capture model: When multiple packets collide at the receiver, only the first packet can be successfully received if its Rx Power should be larger than any of the other packets by at least CPThresh (10dB in ns-2). 
My Fading Extension
The probability density function of Rayleigh fading is The first experiment is to test TCP performance (see Figure 5) . We vary the distance d from 50m to 250m. Figure 6 shows TCP throughputs as a function of d. When d becomes larger, fading can cause more packet loss and thus reduce TCP throughputs significantly. The second experiment ( Figure 7 ) is to test UDP performance (assume saturate condition). We set Pt of Node 0 be 10 times of the default Pt and the SNR threshold is 10dB. Therefore, packets from Node 0 will be captured when they collide with Node 1 at BS suppose there is no fading. As shown in Figure 8 , fading aggravates the unfairness of two senders when d becomes larger. Finally, our simple implementation of fading does not consider time correlation. Please refer to CMU's patch for a more accurate fading extension [6] .
"Bugs" Oversimplifications
Simulators always need simplifications to make their calculations viable (recall Section 1.1). However, when some assumptions are crucial in your simulations, you must be careful. For example, there is no scanning for WLAN (Discovery/Select/Authentication/Association) in ns-2, mobile nodes are associated with their BS automatically if they all have a same address prefix. If you want to study the overhead of scanning, you should make your extension.
